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bubble disappearance at geomagnetically
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Abstract

We report the first observation of the disappearance of a plasma bubble over geomagnetically conjugate points. It
was observed by airglow imagers at Darwin, Australia (magnetic latitude: −22°N) and Sata, Japan (21°N) on 8 August
2002. The plasma bubble was observed in 630-nm airglow images from 1530 (0030 LT) to 1800 UT (0300 LT) and
disappeared equatorward at 1800 to 1900 UT (0300 to 0400 LT) in the field of view. The ionograms at Darwin and
Yamagawa (20 km north of Sata) show strong spread-F signatures at approximately 16 to 21 UT. At Darwin, the F-layer
virtual height suddenly increased from approximately 200 to approximately 260 km at the time of bubble
disappearance. However, a similar F-layer height increase was not observed over the conjugate point at Yamagawa,
indicating that this F-layer rise was caused not by an eastward electric field but by enhancement of the equatorward
thermospheric wind over Darwin. We think that this enhancement of the equatorward neutral wind was caused by an
equatorward-propagating large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbance, which was identified in the north-south
keogram of 630-nm airglow images. We speculate that polarization electric field associated with this equatorward
neutral wind drive plasma drift across the magnetic field line to cause the observed bubble disappearance.
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Background
An equatorial plasma bubble is a spectacular structure in
the equatorial F-region ionosphere caused by the iono-
spheric Rayleigh-Taylor instability (e.g., Woodman and La
Hoz, 1976; Kelley, 1989). It causes significant scintillation
of radio signals from satellites due to plasma irregularities
(e.g., Basu et al. 1996; Uma et al. 2012; Park et al. 2013).
Thus, the study of plasma bubble characteristics is impor-
tant for maintaining stable communication between the
satellites and the ground.
Recent airglow imaging using highly sensitive cooled-

charge coupled device (CCD) cameras has shown detailed
structures and dynamics of the plasma bubbles through
airglow emissions at wavelengths of 630.0 and 777.4 nm,
which have emission layers at the bottom of the F layer
and near the F-layer peak, respectively (e.g., Mendillo and
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Baumgardner, 1982; Rohrbaugh et al. 1989; Tinsley et al.
1997; Aarons et al. 1999; Sahai et al. 2000; Makela and
Kelley, 2003). Makela et al. (2006) showed the develop-
ment of a secondary instability at the eastern wall of the
plasma bubbles by using an airglow imager in Hawaii.
Conjugacy of plasma bubbles along the geomagnetic field
line has been confirmed using airglow imagers operated
simultaneously in the northern and southern hemispheres
(Otsuka et al. 2002; Ogawa et al. 2005; Martinis and
Mendillo, 2007; Abdu et al. 2009). Shiokawa et al. (2004)
showed that the conjugacy is maintained even during
the growth phase of the plasma bubbles toward higher
latitudes.
Plasma bubbles are usually generated near the sunset

terminator associated with the strong upward drift of the
ionosphere due to evening enhancement (e.g., Fejer et al.
1999). In airglow images taken at night, the bubbles usu-
ally appear from the western edge of the images and drift
eastward following the background eastward plasma drift.
Sobral et al. (2011) reported a small fraction (0.5% to
3.65%) of bubble events that show midnight reversal of
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the eastward motion to westward during geomagnetically
quiet times. We do not know of any reports that show
the disappearance of plasma bubbles in the field of view
of airglow images. This lack is probably because plasma
diffusion across the magnetic field lines is too slow to dis-
sipate the bubble structure at night. As the result, plasma
bubbles created at the sunset terminator can survive for a
long time and keep drifting zonally until sunrise. Otsuka
et al. (2012) recently made an interesting observation, over
Shigaraki, Japan, of plasma bubble disappearance due to
the interaction with medium-scale traveling ionospheric
disturbances (MSTIDs). The disappearance of the bubble
was likely to be caused by plasma drift across the geomag-
netic field line following the polarization electric field in
the MSTIDs.
In this paper, we report a plasma bubble disappearance

in the field of view of the 630-nm airglow images observed
simultaneously at geomagnetically conjugate points. The
disappearance was not associated with MSTIDs. A sud-
den F-layer height increase was observed in the southern
hemisphere at the time of the bubble disappearance. We
suggest that the disappearance of the plasma bubble was
caused by the polarization electric field associated with a
large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbance.

Methods
We use airglow images obtained at the nearly geomag-
netically conjugate points of Sata, Japan (31.0°N, 130.7°E;
geomagnetic latitude: 21°N, dip angle: 44°) and Darwin,
Australia (12.4°S, 131.0°E; geomagnetic latitude: 22°S, dip
angle: -40°). As described by Shiokawa et al. (2004), the
two all-sky airglow imagers (imager 2 at Sata and imager
4 at Darwin) were developed in the Solar-Terrestrial Envi-
ronment Laboratory, Nagoya University, as part of the
Optical Mesosphere Thermosphere Imagers (OMTIs).
Airglow images at a wavelength of 630.0 nm (OI, emis-
sion altitudes: 200 to 300 km) were obtained every 5.5 and
6 min at Sata and Darwin, respectively, with an exposure
time of 165 s. Airglow images at 777.4 nm (OI, emission
altitudes: 300 to 400 km) were also obtained every 30 min
at Darwin with the same exposure time. Background con-
tinuum emission from the sky was monitored every 30
min at a wavelength of 572.5 nm to estimate the absolute
intensity of these airglow lines. The imager at Sata, Japan,
has been operated since July 2000. The imager at Darwin,
Australia, has been operated since October 2001. Details
of these imagers are given in Shiokawa et al. (1999; 2000;
2009). The geomagnetically conjugate point of Darwin is
located 250 km southeast of Sata. Airglow images mapped
from Darwin to the northern hemisphere along the geo-
magnetic field line mostly overlap the airglow images at
Sata, since the field of view of an all-sky imager is about
1,000 km in diameter. The local time of these stations is
approximately 9 h ahead of UT.

Additional file 1 is a movie of the all-sky 630-nm air-
glow images obtained at Darwin from 1002 UT (1902 LT)
to 2020 UT (0520 LT) on 8 August 2002. The top of the
image is north and to the left is east. The sky was fairly
clear throughout this night. The plasma bubble struc-
tures, which are characterized as dark tree-like structures
extending from the north (i.e., from the equator), started
to appear at the western edge of the images at approxi-
mately 1530 UT. They moved eastward from 1530 to 1730
UT. Then, the eastward drift speed of the bubbles slowed
down, and the structures started to vanish equatorward.
All the bubble structures had disappeared from the images
by 1930 UT.
Additional file 2 is a movie of the all-sky 630-nm air-

glow images obtained at Sata, Japan, from 1102 (2002 LT)
to 1937 UT (0437 LT) on 8 August 2002 in the same
format as that in Animation 1. The sky was hazy with
some faint clouds passing occasionally. The plasma bub-
ble structures, extending from the south (i.e., from the
equator), appeared at the southwestern edge of the images
at approximately 1530 UT. They moved eastward from
1530 to 1730 UT. Then, the structures tended to disap-
pear equatorward after 1830 UT, although the sky became
hazier which impeded observation. The bubble structures
had disappeared in the images by 1930 UT.
Figure 1 shows several representative images of the bub-

ble disappearance observed at Darwin (a to f ) and Sata (g
to l) on 8 August 2002. To see the bubble structures more
clearly, we show the deviation of intensity Id = (I − Ia)/Ia
in percent from 1-h running averages Ia, where I is the
intensity (raw count) of the image. The timings of the
images at Darwin and Sata are nearly the same. The bub-
bles appeared from the east at approximately 1530 UT
(0030 LT). Their structure started to become fainter from
the images at approximately 1832 UT. The bubbles have
almost vanished at approximately 1902 UT (0402 LT) in
both northern and southern hemispheres. We note that
even after this rather sudden disappearance of the bub-
bles, some faint structures remain recognizable until the
end of the observation (2020 UT at Darwin and 1937 UT
at Sata).
Figure 2 shows the east-west cross sections (keograms)

of the 630-nm airglow images obtained at (a) Sata and (b)
Darwin on 8 August 2002. Both cross sections were taken
at latitudes of 31.0°N in the northern hemisphere. The
images at Darwin are mapped to the northern hemisphere
along the geomagnetic field line. The raw counts of the
images are converted to an absolute intensity in Rayleighs
using the calibration parameters of the imagers.
The eastward drift of the plasma bubbles is clearly seen

at both Sata and Darwin from approximately 1630 UT
as an oblique dark band in the keograms, indicating that
these bubble structures are geomagnetically conjugate.
From the gradient of this trace, the eastward drift speed
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Figure 1 All-sky airglow images at a wavelength of 630 nm obtained at Darwin (a-f) and Sata (g-l) on 8 August 2002. North is toward the
top, and east is to the right. The images are deviations from 1-h running averages to show the bubble structures and their disappearance more
clearly. The local time is 9 h ahead of UT.

was estimated to be approximately 70 m/s at 1630 to
1800 UT. After 1830 UT, the airglow intensity suddenly
decreased, particularly at Darwin, where it decreased
from more than 100 to approximately 50 R. The airglow

intensity at Sata slightly decreased, by approximately 20 R,
at the same time. This decrease of airglow intensity coin-
cided with the disappearance of the bubble structures. We
should note that the disappearance of the bubbles in the
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Figure 2 East-west cross sections (keograms) of 630-nm airglow images obtained at (a) Sata and (b) Darwin on 8 August 2002. The cross
sections are taken at latitudes of 31.0°N in the northern hemisphere. The images for Darwin are mapped to the northern hemisphere along the
geomagnetic field line.

airglow images is not due to the degradation of the image
quality associated with the airglow intensity reduction; we
had sufficient CCD counts to identify airglow structures
even after 1830 UT. Notice also that the eastward drift
velocity slowed down after 1830 UT, as can be seen in
Animation 1.
To check the condition of the ionosphere during this

event, we examined ionograms from these conjugate
stations. At Darwin, 5-min cadence ionograms were
available at the same site of the airglow imager from
the Australian Ionospheric Prediction and Space Ser-
vices ionosonde. Figure 3 shows representative iono-
grams for Darwin on this night. As the plasma bubble
approached Darwin, a clear spread-F signature appeared
from 1605 UT (see Figure 3b). The strong spread-F was
still present at 2000 UT even after the plasma bubble
had almost disappeared from the airglow images taken at
Darwin.
Figure 4 shows some representative ionograms obtained

at Yamagawa (31.2°N, 130.6°E), Japan, which is about
20 km north of Sata. This ionosonde was operated by
the National Institute of Information and Communica-
tions Technology (NICT), Japan, with a 15-min cadence.

As at Darwin, a clear spread-F signature appeared after
1700 UT as the plasma bubble approached Sata. The
spread-F signature was still present at 2000 UT even
after the plasma bubble had almost disappeared from the
airglow images at Sata. This spread-F signature lasted at
Yamagawa until approximately 2100 UT and was present
even after the F-layer sunrise.
An enhancement in rate of TEC change index (ROTI)

derived from GPS-TEC data was also observed around
Yamagawa after 1700UT (NICT). ROTI is a standard devi-
ation of time differential TEC in 5 min, often used as
the ionospheric irregularity index with a scale size of
several tens of kilometers in plasma bubble structures
(Nishioka et al. 2008). The ROTI enhancement disap-
peared before 2000 UT, different from the spread-F signa-
tures in ionosondes. We speculate that this difference is
not due to the difference of sensitive scale sizes between
ROTI and ionosondes but due to the difference of physi-
cal parameters that cause spread-F and GPS ROTI. ROTI
is the standard deviation of TEC variations for time scales
of 30 to 300 s. If the horizontal drift speed of ionospheric
plasma is 100 m/s, this time scale gives the horizontal
plasma structures with scale sizes of 3 to 30 km, which
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Ionograms at Darwin, Australia   8 August 2002  
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Figure 3 Ionograms obtained at Darwin, Australia, on 8 August 2002 from (a) 15:35UT to (f) 20:00UT. The plasma bubble disappeared at
approximately 1900 UT in the 630-nm airglow images, while the spread-F signature was continuously observed until 2000 UT.

can also cause spread-F in the ionosonde signal. However,
since ROTI is the variation of the TEC, it would be less
sensitive to the bottomside variation of the ionosphere
measured as spread-F.
Figure 5 shows a range-time display of the ionograms

obtained at Darwin on 8 August 2002. This range-
time display was developed to investigate variations in
the height of the nighttime F layer by integrating the
ionosonde echoes on the ionograms over frequency (e.g.,
Lynn et al. 2006; 2011). Associated with the presence
of the plasma bubble in the airglow images, which is
indicated by the horizontal yellow arrow, the spread-F
signature can be seen after 1600 UT in the range direc-
tion. This spread-F signature remains even after the bub-
ble disappearance at 1900 UT and lasts until sunrise at
approximately 2200 UT. It is interesting that the F-layer
virtual height clearly increased from approximately 200
to approximately 260 km at 1800 to 1900 UT when the
bubble disappeared from the airglow images. This sudden
F-layer rise is probably the cause of the sudden decrease
of the 630-nm airglow intensity, because the 630-nm air-
glow intensity is proportional to the O+ density (= F-layer
plasma density) and the O2 density. As the F-layer height

rises, the ambientO2 density decreases so that the 630-nm
intensity also decreases.
To see whether this sudden F-layer height increase at

Darwin also occurred at the conjugate point in the northern
hemisphere, we plotted F-layer virtual height at 2 MHz, as
obtained from the ionograms taken at Yamagawa, Japan,
near Sata (see Figure 6). The virtual height of the F layer
at Yamagawa is approximately stable at 250 to 270 km
from 1500 to 2000 UT even after the disappearance of the
plasma bubble from the airglow images.
Figure 7 shows the eastward and northward wind

velocity in the thermosphere measured by a Fabry-Perot
interferometer (FPI) at Shigaraki (34.9°N, 136.1°E), Japan,
which is approximately 660 km northeast of Sata. The FPI
measured the thermospheric neutral wind through inde-
pendent observations of the Doppler shift of the 630-nm
airglow emission lines for two interference fringes (inner
and outer) with a time resolution of 15 min (Shiokawa
et al. 2003a). Although the count rate was not very high
on this night, we could determine the wind velocities
throughout the night. The wind gradually shifted from
approximately 100m/s eastward to approximately 100m/s
southward from 11 UT (20 LT) to 19 UT (04 LT), which
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Ionograms at Yamagawa, Japan   8 August 2002  

Figure 4 Ionograms obtained at Yamagawa, Japan, near Sata on 8 August 2002 from (a) 15:30UT to (f) 20:00UT.

is a typical nighttime variation of thermospheric tides. No
sudden change of the wind velocity is seen at the time
of the sudden F-layer height rise over Darwin at 18 to
19 UT.

Results and discussion
Wehave described a conjugate observation of plasma bub-
ble disappearance in 630-nm airglow images at Darwin
and Sata. The observed features can be summarized as
follows.
(1) The plasma bubble appeared from the west of

Darwin and Sata at 1530 UT (0030 LT), drifting eastward
with a speed of approximately 70 m/s, as determined from
the east-west keogram in Figure 2.
(2) The bubble rapidly vanished equatorward at 1800 to

1900 UT (0300 to 0400 LT) and almost disappeared from
the airglow images after 1930 UT.
(3) The eastward drift of the bubble slowed down during

the disappearance.
(4) At Darwin, the F-layer virtual height suddenly

increased from approximately 200 to approximately 260
km at 1800 to 1900 UT, when the bubble disappeared.
Such an increase in F-layer height was not observed at the
conjugate point at Yamagawa.

(5) The airglow intensity at Darwin suddenly decreased
from more than 100 to approximately 50 R at approxi-
mately 1830 UT. The airglow intensity at Sata also slightly
decreased by approximately 20 R at the same time.
(6) Spread-F signatures associated with the plasma

bubble appearance were observed at both Darwin and
Yamagawa (near Sata). The spread-F signatures lasted
until sunrise at both stations and were present even after
the disappearance of the bubble from the airglow images
at 1900 UT. This probably corresponds to some faint
bubble structures in the airglow images, which remain
recognizable until the end of the observation (2020 UT at
Darwin and 1937 UT at Sata).
(7) The thermospheric neutral wind at Shigaraki

(approximately 660 km northeast of Sata) shows ordinary
variation of thermospheric tides from approximately 100
m/s eastward in the evening to approximately 100 m/s
southward in the morning.
The sudden F-layer height rise at 1800 to 1900 UT

seems to be the key to understanding the observed bubble
disappearance. There are two possible causes for a sud-
den increase in F-layer height: an eastward electric field
and an equatorward neutral wind in the thermosphere. A
similar height rise was not observed at Yamagawa, which
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bubble

Figure 5 Range-time display of the ionograms obtained at Darwin from 00 to 24 UT on 8 August 2002. The horizontal arrow indicates the
time interval (approximately 1600 to 1900 UT) during which the plasma bubble was observed in the airglow images.

is the geomagnetically conjugate point of Darwin, though
the airglow intensity slightly decreased at Sata at 1830 UT.
Thus, the eastward electric field is not likely to be the
cause of the sudden rise of the F-layer at Darwin, since
the electric field would be uniform over the northern and
southern hemispheres along the geomagnetic field line.
We conclude that the rise at Darwin was caused by a sud-
den enhancement of the equatorward neutral wind that
pushed the ionospheric plasma up along the geomagnetic
field line. However, such an enhancement of the equator-
ward neutral wind was not observed in the thermospheric
wind data at Shigaraki (Figure 7).

What caused the enhancement of the equatorward neu-
tral wind at Darwin? This night was geomagnetically quiet
with Kp indices of 2− at 12 to 15 UT and 1+ at 15 to
18 UT. A small substorm took place with a maximum
AE index of approximately 250 nT at 1400 UT. Figure 8
shows north-south cross sections (keograms) of 630-nm
airglow images obtained at (a) Sata and (b) Darwin on
8 August 2002. This keogram was made by taking lati-
tudinal cross sections including zenith of these stations
for airglow images mapped onto the geographical coordi-
nates. Before the decrease in airglow intensity at Darwin at
1830 UT, there is an enhanced airglow region propagating
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Figure 7 Thermospheric neutral wind velocities measured by a Fabry-Perot interferometer at Shigaraki, Japan. Eastward (b) and northward
(c) wind were measured through the Doppler shift of the 630-nm airglow emission at altitudes of 200 to 300 km. The count rate (per pixel) of the
interferometer is also shown in (a) to indicate the data quality. Two interference fringes (inner and outer) were used independently to determine
these wind velocities. The horizontal arrow indicates the time interval (approximately 1600 to 1900 UT) during which the plasma bubble was
observed in the airglow images.

northward (equatorward) from 1730 to 1830 UT. This
enhanced airglow may correspond to the gradual F-layer
height decrease from 1600 to 1800 UT, which can be
seen in Figure 5. After this enhanced airglow, a region of
decreased airglow appeared after 1800 UT at the southern
edge of the keogram at Darwin and propagated north-
ward (equatorward) with a speed of approximately 170
m/s. At Sata in Figure 8a, the airglow intensity gradu-
ally decreases from 15 (midnight) to 19 UT as seen in
usual night, and equatorward-moving structures were not
clearly observed. This equatorward motion of the reduced
airglow regions at Darwin is likely to be caused by a large-
scale traveling atmospheric disturbance (TAD). An equa-
torward neutral winds in the thermosphere associated
with the large-scale TAD could cause the reduction of the
630-nm airglow intensity by increasing the F-layer height
along the geomagnetic field line. This propagating feature
in the keogram also indicates that this airglow reduc-
tion and associated F-layer height rise were not caused by
global eastward electric field penetrating from the magne-
tosphere, since such electric field penetration propagates
with a speed of light. The fact that the observed TAD does
not have geomagnetic conjugacy also suggest that this is a
neutral wind variation as a TAD.
The large-scale TADs have also been referred as

large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (LSTIDs)
(e.g., Hunsucker, 1982). The LSTIDs characterized by
variations of the meridional neutral wind have been iden-
tified in the 630-nm airglow images and F-layer height
variations (Shiokawa et al. 2002; 2003b; 2007), though

these previous LSTIDs were observed during strong geo-
magnetic storms. Using 45 months of GPS-TEC images
obtained in Japan, however, Tsugawa et al. (2004) reported
that 28% of LSTIDs are observed during magnetically
quiet times with Kp < 3. LSTIDs are not connected
electromagnetically through the geomagnetic field but
are generated by atmospheric gravity waves propagating
to the equator independently in the two hemispheres as
TADs (Tsugawa et al. 2006).
In order to obtain a larger scale view of the TAD propa-

gation, we plotted relative variations of h’F obtained by the
ionosondes in southern Australian latitudes in Figure 9.
The stations are plotted from low (top) to high (bottom)
latitudes. The F-layer height rise at Darwin is identified as
the h’F increase at 1710 to 1840 UT. Similar h’F increase
was observed at Townsville, about 7° higher latitudes, at
1650 UT, indicating that this F-layer height rise propa-
gated from high to low latitudes, as shown in the airglow
keogram in Figure 8. At latitudes higher thanNorfolk, cor-
responding F-layer height rise was not clearly identified.
Thus, the observed TAD at Darwin would not be gener-
ated by auroral zone energy input at high latitudes but by
some dynamical variations in the thermosphere at middle
latitudes.
The observed bubble disappearance was associated with

the equatorward neutral-wind enhancement and F-layer
height rise at Darwin. It is still not clear how the equa-
torward neutral wind caused the bubble disappearance.
The collisional transport of ionospheric plasma by neu-
trals across the geomagnetic field line seems to be too slow
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Figure 8 North-south cross sections (keograms) of 630-nm airglow images obtained at (a) Sata and (b) Darwin on 8 August 2002. The
cross sections are taken at the longitudes of Sata and Darwin, respectively.

to create the observed disappearance. The F-layer height
rise may cause an apparent disappearance of the plasma
bubble in the 630-nm airglow images, because the 630-
nm airglow layer is located at the bottom of the F-layer
at 200 to 300 km. This idea also explains why the spread-
F signature in the ionograms did not disappear even after
the disappearance of the bubble in the 630-nm airglow
images. To try to see the bubble structure at the F-layer
peak height of approximately 400 km, we checked the
images of 777.4-nm airglow which comes from the F-layer
peak height. However, the 777.4-nm airglow was too weak
to see the bubble structure on this night.
It should be noted, however, that even if the F-layer

height increase causes a decrease of the 630-nm airglow
intensity, the contrast of the bubble structure in the air-
glow should remain unless diffusion of plasma across the
field line occurs. Thus, we should observe the bubble
structure in the images shown in Figure 1, which depicts
the deviation from 1-h running averages. As we noted
before, the count rate for the images with a weakened
intensity of approximately 50 R was still high enough to
identify bubble structures in the deviation images. Thus,
the idea that the rise of the F-layer caused the apparent
disappearance of bubbles in the 630-nm airglow images is
not supported.

The other possibility is that plasma density enhance-
ment associated with ionospheric sunrise caused the
observed bubble disappearance, because the present
observation took place in the morning time. To inves-
tigate this possibility, we have checked the sunrise tim-
ings. The sunrise times at 500-km height at (1) Darwin
and (2) Sata and at (3) apex height (1,280 km at 8.1°N,
131.9°E) and (4) conjugate point (500-km height) of
field line traced from 250-km height of Darwin are (1)
2004, (2) 1848, (3) 1844, and (4) 1900 UT, respectively.
Because the disappearance of the plasma bubble had
started at approximately 1800 UT, it is not likely that
the ionospheric sunrise affected the disappearance of the
bubble.
We also checked another example of morning-time

plasma bubble observed at Darwin on 17March 2002 (not
shown). The plasma bubble was observed until 2030 UT
(0530 LT). The sunrise time of 300-km and 500-km height
at Darwin was 2013 and 1953 UT on this night. Thus, the
bubble was clearly observed even after the 300-km height
sunrise. This is probably because these sunrise times are
calculated from the simple geometry of the earth’s sur-
face to the sun without considering absorption of the solar
ultraviolet emission in the lower atmosphere. From these
considerations, we conclude that the effect of sunrise and
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Figure 9 Ionospheric h’F height variations observed at ionosondes in southern Australian latitudes on 8 August 2002. The stations are
shown from low (top) to high (bottom) latitudes. Only relative variations of h’F are plotted with shifting offset.

associated plasma density enhancement is not the cause
of the bubble disappearance for the present event.
In Figure 10, we show two possible mechanisms that can

cause the observed bubble disappearance associated with
the enhancement of equatorward neutral wind by an TAD.
Figure 10a is the mechanism of F-region dynamo, which
is based on the description by Miller and Kelley et al.
(1997). The enhanced equatorward wind causes eastward
u × B drift of ions to flow Pedersen current Jp. However,
since the nighttime E region has no conductivity, the Ped-
ersen current cannot flow into the E region to close the
current circuit (Jp = �p(E + u × B) = 0, where �p
is the Pedersen conductivity). As a result, charge separa-
tion and associated electric field E will be created, causing
equatorward E × B drift of plasma in the same speed
of neutral wind u. Because of this meridional motion
of plasma perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field,
the plasma bubble will be filled by ambient high-density
plasma. This happens because the TAD has a clear equa-
torward boundary (phase front) of the equatorward wind
enhancement.
The other possible mechanism, polarization electric

field, is shown in Figure 10b. If there is a finite Pedersen
current Jp, which has a perpendicular component to the
TAD phase front, it would cause polarization electric field
E due to inhomogeneity of Pedersen conductivity �p in
the F layer. This inhomogeneity is caused by the F-layer
height increase (decrease) due to equatorward (poleward)
neutral wind. The electric field causes E × B drift of
F-layer plasma to fill the plasma bubbles by ambient high-
density plasma. It should be noted that the two mecha-
nisms, F-region dynamo effect and polarization electric
field, can occur simultaneously.

For both cases, the equatorward TAD motion would
cause disappearance of the plasma bubble from high to
low latitudes, which was identified as the equatorward
disappearance of the bubbles in Animations 1 and 2. If we
have a uniform electric field over the considered area, the
bubbles move with the ambient plasma due to the E × B
drift and the bubble structure would be maintained. For
the present case, however, the electric field is induced by
the localized enhancement of neutral wind in Figure 10a
or localized polarization in Figure 10b. We consider that
these spatial inhomogeneities propagating equatorward
are able to cause relative motion of plasma across the
bubble boundary.
In the mechanism of Figure 10a, the equatorward neu-

tral wind causes upward motion of the plasma along
geomagnetic field line, causing decreasing airglow inten-
sity as observed at Darwin. On the other hand, the E × B
drift perpendicular to the magnetic field is equatorward
and downward, possibly resulting in the increase of the
airglow. In the actual situation, the two processes should
happen simultaneously, and the downward E × B drift
motion can be smaller than the upward plasma motion
along geomagnetic field line, resulting in the observed air-
glow depletion at Darwin. If this westward electric field
is mapped to the northern hemisphere to Sata, how-
ever, it should cause downward E × B drift resulting in
the airglow enhancement. This process contradicts to the
observed decrease of airglow intensity at 1830 UT at Sata.
Thus, the electric field by the F-region dynamo process in
Figure 10a may not be significant for the present case.
In the mechanism of Figure 10b, the polarization elec-

tric field has an eastward component. This electric field
causes upward E × B drift, resulting in the decrease of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10 Schematic pictures of plasma bubble disappearance
above Darwin.Schematic pictures of plasma bubble disappearance
above Darwin (southern hemisphere) associated with an TAD
through the (a) F-region dynamo and (b) polarization electric field.

airglow intensity at both hemispheres, which is consis-
tent with the present observation. Thus, we conclude
that the polarization electric field shown in Figure 10b
is more likely the cause of the observed bubble disap-
pearance.

Conclusions
We report the simultaneous observation of the disappear-
ance of a plasma bubble at the geomagnetically conjugate
points of Darwin and Sata at magnetic latitudes of 21°
to 22° on 8 August 2002. The plasma bubble disappeared
equatorward at 1800 to 1900 UT (0300 to 0400 LT) in
the 630-nm airglow images. At Darwin, the F-layer vir-
tual height suddenly increased from approximately 200
to approximately 260 km at the time of the bubble’s dis-
appearance, but such an F-layer height increase was not
observed at Yamagawa. This indicates that the F-layer
rise was not caused by the eastward electric field but by

an enhancement of the equatorward neutral wind over
Darwin. From the meridional keogram of the 630-nm air-
glow at Darwin, we conclude that this enhancement of
the equatorward neutral wind in the thermosphere was
caused by an equatorward-propagating TAD. We consid-
ered the F-region dynamo and polarization electric field
associated with this TAD as the cause of the observed bub-
ble disappearance through the plasma drift across the geo-
magnetic field. We speculate that the latter mechanism,
the polarization electric field, is more likely the cause
because of the simultaneous depletion of airglow inten-
sity at Sata. The present observation indicates that the
interaction of the equatorial plasma bubbles with iono-
spheric and thermospheric waves can cause dissipation of
the bubble structure, as suggested by Otsuka et al. (2012)
for the interaction of bubbles with mid-latitude MSTIDs.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Animation 1. A movie of the all-sky 630-nm airglow
images obtained at Darwin, Australia, from 1002 to 2020 UT on 8 August
2002. North is upward, and east is to the left.

Additional file 2: Animation 2. A movie of the all-sky 630-nm airglow
images obtained at Sata, Japan, from 1102 to 1937 UT on 8 August 2002.
North is upward, and east is to the left.
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